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Book Reviews 
by Ailish O. and Chloe S. 

    One amazing series is The Land of Stories. The 
author is Chris Colfer. This genre is fiction fantasy! 
You can get the series at Bergen Valley, any public 
library, and bookstores around Denver and 
Evergreen. If you like thick books, this series is right 
for you. These books average 400-450 pages long. 
The two main characters are Alex and Conner. In the 
first book they have to find their way back home. In 
the second book, we wonder if they will save their 
mom. Finally, in third book they have to save the land 
of stories and their grandma.  There are 3 other great 
reads in the series. A big cliffhanger is: “Is the 
masked man our dad?” I would highly recommend 
these books. I’m Ailish! Bye!

Did You Know?
by Violet P.

     Did you know, the Tasmanian Tiger is an animal that was believed 
to be extinct in the 20th century? But people may have seen them in 
uncharted areas. Are they really extinct!? These animals had many 
unique abilities. They could stand on their hind legs and use their tails 
to balance just like a kangaroo-minus the pouch. They had a striped 
back, not unlike a zebra. Each Tasmanian tiger had a different stripe 
pattern. NONE were the same. They had a trick to open their mouths 
really wide while eating. It's amazing. They were the largest 
carnivorous marsupial in modern times. They ate all the sheep when 
people from other lands came. Those people ended up killing the poor 
Tasmanian tiger until near extinction. You can find more info on the 
internet.   

     Chloe here reporting on the book series: 
The Unwanteds. This book series is written by 
the New York Times bestselling author, Lisa 
McMann. She has written this series of 7 
amazingly written books with 300 - 500 pages 
each. The genre of these books are fantasy 
and fiction. You can get these awesome 
books at any public library in Colorado, the 
Bergen Valley library (but we only have book 
one currently), Barnes and Noble, Hearthfire 
in Evergreen, and at Walmart.

In this series the main characters are 
Alex Stowe, Aaron Stowe, Lani Haluki, 
Simber, Samheed, Megan Ranger, Sean 
Ranger, Silent girl and Silent boy. Aaron and 
Alex trying to solve their differences, save 
their friends, and their own lives. Read this 
series to find out more about Alex and Aaron 
Stowe’s adventures. I bet you will love it!

Join the 
Kindness Challenge!

by Autrey C.
This week’s challenge is:  
“Greet All Paras Kindly!”  

Obviously, you should be kind to 
EVERYONE!  But this week,

when you meet Mrs. Swan, Mrs. 
Lalouette, Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. 

O’Connor, Mrs. Nguyen, or Mrs. 
Haluza, be sure to do something 

nice! A please and thank you go a 
long way to making their day a 

good one!


